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Understanding liquid crystal order parameters deduced from different vibrations 

in polarized Raman spectroscopy  

Polarized Raman Spectroscopy (PRS) has been used to measure order parameters in liquid 

crystalline materials for decades. However, it is well-known that different values of the order 

parameters are deduced for the same material when different vibrational modes are used in the 

analysis. This is an undesirable discrepancy that has somewhat hindered the use of the 

technique. Here we use two Raman active bands namely the phenyl (1606cm-1) and cyano 

(2220cm-1) stretching modes in the nematic phase of 5CB (4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl) as the 

example to explore the origin of such discrepancy. Two approaches are proposed in the data 

analysis taking either non-axial or non-cylindrical symmetric vibration into consideration. 

Together with a systematic discussion based on experimental data, we can conclude that 

whether or not the vibration satisfies the conditions associated with cylindrical symmetry is the 

correct physical explanation for the discrepancy in the order parameters. 

Keywords: nematic, Polarized Raman Spectroscopy, order parameter, molecular biaxiality 
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Introduction 

The dynamic order exhibited by the molecules in a liquid crystal phase is a fundamental property of 

the liquid crystalline state, and it is the combination of order and fluidity that makes liquid crystals 

important technological materials. The order is described quantitatively through the order parameter, 

which is the statistical average obtained by considering the orientational distribution function (ODF); 

the ODF describes the probability of a liquid crystal molecule adopting a specific orientation. For 

nematic liquid crystals, the ODF is described in terms of the generalised Legendre polynomials 鶏挑陳津 

and order parameters 極鶏挑陳津玉 where the indices 詣, 兼 and 券 take integer values. There are many 

approaches to measuring the order parameter in liquid crystals including electron spin resonance 



 

 

spectroscopy [1, 2], x-ray[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], optical techniques[9], neutron scattering[10, 11], and 

analysis of infrared spectra[12, 13, 14] . However, polarized Raman spectroscopy (PRS) is an 

important optical technique since it can be used to obtain not only the second order term 極鶏態待待玉, but 

also the next higher order term with L = 4, a parameter that can be obtained by very few other 

experimental methods[3, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Further, Raman spectroscopy requires no 

special sample preparation and is a readily accessible laboratory-based technique, further advantages 

over the other possible approaches to determining 極鶏替待待玉. 
Jen et al. initially proposed a method of measuring the order parameter in nematic liquid 

crystals from Raman spectra using the parallel and perpendicular depolarisation ratio in two 

experimental arrangements (analyser parallel or perpendicular to the liquid crystal director) in a 

homogenously aligned sample[16, 17]. The method was shown to work rather well in 

deducing 極鶏態待待玉, but sometimes gave negative values for 極鶏替待待玉, which is far from the predictions 

made by Maier-Saupe theory[23] or Humphries-James-Luckhurst theory[24]. It was later shown that 

analysis of the whole range of the depolarisation ratio (intensity ratio between two experiment 

arrangements where polarizer and analyser are parallel or perpendicular to each other) as a function 

of rotation angle gives physically realistic values of 極鶏替待待玉[18, 19, 21, 22]. Further, it was only when 

the dependence of the differential polarisability ratio, 堅, on external parameters such as temperature 

was included in the analysis that values of 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 in good agreement with theoretical 

predictions were determined across the nematic range[3, 21]. Consequently it is now accepted that 

PRS is a robust and reliable technique that can be used to obtain both 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 in liquid 

crystals.  

Despite the refinements in the experimental approach and data analysis described above, a 

significant complication remains in the use of PRS to deduce order parameters. It is well known that 



 

 

the order parameters deduced from different Raman active vibrational bonds are found to be different 

within the same sample[25]. Indeed, almost all of the liquid crystal order parameter measurements 

reported in the literature make use of the phenyl stretching mode at 1606 cm-1 which clearly satisfies 

some of the important assumptions that are made in the analysis of the Raman spectra[26]. However, 

in Ref.25, Miyano pointed out that the shape of a liquid crystal molecule is not uniaxial and that may 

lead to a non-uniaxial distribution. Further, he mentioned that the cyano stretching mode may 

potentially have non-cylindrical symmetry, which conflicts with the original assumptions used in 

Raman analysis which are generally based on Jen’s method, necessarily providing limited view of 

the problem. 

We have reviewed all of the assumptions made in the previous approaches [18, 21]. We agree 

that both the vibrational direction with respect to the main molecular axis and the Raman vibrational 

symmetry may vary for different vibrational modes. This has lead us to believe that neglecting these 

features in previous analyses may have led to the discrepancy between the order parameters obtained 

from different vibrational modes. Consequently, in this paper, we have modified the analysis method 

by considering non-axial vibration and non-cylindrical vibration symmetry models in order to test 

our hypothesis. We demonstrate that by including these two features, exactly the same set of order 

parameters can be obtained from different vibrational modes. Further, by introducing results from 

molecular simulations, we conclude that of the two possibilities, whether or not the vibration satisfies 

the conditions of cylindrical symmetry is the correct physical explanation of the discrepancy in the 

order parameters. 

Discrepancy between order parameters obtained from different vibrational modes   

As mentioned above [18, 19, 20, 21], several authors have analysed the full depolarisation ratio 



 

 

determined from PRS to deduce physically realistic values of 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉. In this section, an 

example of the analysis is shown based on a well-known nematic liquid crystal material 4-cyano-4’-

pentylbiphenyl, also known as 5CB. The molecular structure is shown together with its Raman 

spectrum in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. The molecular structure of 4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) and its Raman spectrum. 

 

5CB forms a nematic liquid crystal phase at room temperature with the clearing point from 

nematic phase to isotropic phase, 劇朝彫 at 308.1 K. The depolarisation data were collected from a 

homogeneously aligned sample of 5CB using the PRS technique described in Ref.21. A Renishaw 

1000 Raman spectrometer equipped with a 515 cm-1 solid-state laser with a maximum output power 

of 50mW was used in the experiment. An ultra-long working distance Olympus x50 objective lens 

was fitted in the PRS system to collect the Raman spectra. A Linkam hot stage and temperature 

controller maintain the sample temperature with a relative accuracy of ±0.1 K. The Raman system 

can measure frequency shifts up to 3000 cm-1, covering the main Raman peaks (1606 cm-1 and 2220 

cm-1) that occur in the material under study. 

In the experiment, a planar-aligned 5CB sample was placed on the rotating stage of the 

Raman microscope system. Raman spectra were collected at 5° intervals from 0° to 360° for both the 



 

 

parallel configuration (polarizer and analyser are parallel) and perpendicular configuration (polarizer 

is perpendicular to the analyser). The intensity of the Raman peak for each configuration, 荊勘 and 荊鯛 

was deduced by fitting with a Lorentz function. The ratio of the perpendicular to parallel intensity, 

i.e. the depolarisation ratio, R, is thus deduced as a function of rotation angle 肯. Eqs. 1 and 2 [18, 21] 

describe the parallel and perpendicular intensities as a function of rotation angle 肯. Fitting the 

experimentally determined depolarisation ratio plot using Eqs.1 and 2 allows the order parameters 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 and differential polarisability ratio r to be deduced. 

荊勘 苅  なの 髪 ねrなの 髪 ぱ堅態なの 髪 極鶏態待待玉 釆 なにな 岫ぬ 髪 r 伐 ね r態岻岫な 髪 ぬ cos に肯岻挽
髪 極鶏替待待玉 釆 なにぱど 岫な 伐 r岻態 岫ひ 髪 にど cos に肯 髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻挽┸                                         岫な岻 

荊鯛 苅 ななの 岫な 伐 堅岻態 髪 極鶏態待待玉 釆 なにな 岫な 伐 堅岻態挽 髪 極鶏替待待玉 釆 なにぱど 岫な 伐 堅岻態岫ぬ 伐 ぬの cos ね肯岻挽┻                 岫に岻 

In previous work, Southern et.al [18, 21] selected the phenyl stretching mode for analysis 

and, as already mentioned, this results in the determination of order parameters that are in good 

agreement both with theory and with other experimental approaches as shown in Figure 2. The 

theory curve is obtained from Humphries-James-Luckhurst theory[24] which gives an estimate of 

order parameters in a uniaxial liquid crystal system. 



 

 

 

Figure 2. Plot of 極鶏態待待玉 (squares) and 極鶏替待待玉 (circles) values versus temperature compared with the 

Humphries-James-Luckhurst theoretical predictions [24] (dashed line: 膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺 に and solid 

line 膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺 ど). The order parameters deduced from the phenyl stretching mode at 1606cm-1 

and the cyano stretching mode at 2220cm-1 are defined by the filled and open symbols respectively. 

Despite the success of using the phenyl stretching mode in the analysis, it has long been 

known that the values obtained from other vibration modes may give different values of the order 

parameters[25]. Indeed, use of the cyano stretching mode, another important Raman active vibration 

at 2220cm-1, readily show this discrepancy (Figure 2) where the 極鶏替待待玉 values obtained from the 

cyano stretching mode are far from both the phenyl stretching mode data and the theoretical 

predictions. To give a deeper insight, Figure 3 shows a comparison of depolarisation ratio plots 

obtained from both the phenyl stretching and cyano stretching modes. It is clear that the 

depolarisation ratio plots are different, leading to the difference in order parameters deduced from the 

two vibrational modes. We ruled out the possibility that the difference is a consequence of 

antiparallel ordering of the molecules, which is a well-known effect in 5CB, by equivalent 

measurements in the liquid crystal mixture E63, designed to remove antiparallel ordering. The 

depolarisation ratios shown in Figure 3 are similar for both liquid crystal mixtures, indicating that 



 

 

differences in local environments of the molecules is not an explanation for the discrepancies in 

order parameter.  

 

Figure 3. Experimental data and the fits to Eqs. 1 and 2. a) and c) show the depolarisation ratio as a 

function of rotation angle, deduced for the phenyl stretching mode at 1606 cm-1, while b) and d) are 

for the cyano stretching mode at 2220 cm-1. a) and b) are collected from the 5CB sample at 304K 

(0.987 T/TNI). c) and d) are collected from the E63 sample at 354K (0.985T/TNI). 

 

Non-axial model 

As mentioned in the previous section, there are clearly discrepancies in applying the usual analysis of 

the depolarisation ratios to deducing order parameters from vibrations other than the phenyl stretch 

as the analysis method relies on some key assumptions, in particular, one is that the Raman active 



 

 

bond vibrational direction aligns with the molecular long axis. To clarify this point, firstly, note that 

the molecular long axis is normally considered as the direction of the biphenyl rigid core of the 

liquid crystal molecule as the terminal alkyl chain is flexible and its statistically averaged direction is 

expected to be in line with the biphenyl core. Secondly, the vibrational direction is normally 

considered to be the direction of the special axis in which the Raman tensor, normally a 3 by 3 

matrix, can be expressed as a diagonal matrix. We maintain this condition that the vibrational 

direction defines the frame where the Raman tensor is diagonal. However, we also need to consider 

whether the different vibrational modes, i.e. the cyano stretching mode and phenyl stretching mode, 

have different vibrational directions.  

First of all, we need to consider a more generalized model to analyze the PRS data. As shown 

in Figure 4, there are four relevant frames, the vibration frame, 撃, with a component 権蝶 along the 

vibration direction; the molecular frame 警 which uses the molecular long axis as its 権暢 axis; the 

director frame 経 in which the component 権帖 is along director direction; and the laboratory frame 詣 

with the 捲挑 ┸ 頚ｇ┸ 権挑 plane where the liquid crystal sample rotates in and 検挑 is the laser incidence 

direction. The Euler angle between the vibrational frame and molecular frame, the molecular frame 

and director frame and the director frame and laboratory frame are 岫ど┸ 紅待┸ ど岻,  岫糠┸ 紅┸ 紘岻 and 岫ど┸ 肯┸ ど岻 

respectively. This model is based on three assumptions: the liquid crystal system is a uniaxial 

system; the liquid crystal molecule can be biaxial or board like as shown in Figure 4; the vibration 

itself has uniaxial symmetry. Combining all the assumptions, the ODF can be written as given in 

Eq.3[26, 27]. Here, 鶏挑待津 are a set of generalised Legendre polynomials with the mean value 極鶏挑待津玉 
describing the order property. This equation indicates the possibility of one molecule pointing in a 

direction defined by Euler angles 岫糠┸ 紅┸ 紘岻. Notice that in this equation, there is no 糠 related term. 

This is because the phase is uniaxial so there is no 糠 dependence on the molecular distribution. 



 

 

Following a similar approach as discussed in Ref. 20 we can obtain the final expressions for 荊勘 and 荊鯛as shown in Eqs. 4 and 5, which depend on the parameters 堅, 紅待, 肯, 極鶏態待待玉, 極鶏態待態玉, 極鶏替待待玉, 極鶏替待態玉 
and 極鶏替待替玉, where 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 are uniaxial order parameters. Here, 荊勘 and 荊鯛 indicate the 

intensity obtained with analyser parallel and perpendicular to the laser polarisation direction 

respectively. Since the vibration is away from the molecular long axis, the molecules can be regarded 

as board-like, the molecules arrangement may be confined by the structure, so there could be a 

distribution according to the molecular rotation position, thus the molecular biaxial order parameters. 極鶏態待態玉, 極鶏替待態玉 and 極鶏替待替玉 appear in the equation. It is worth noticing that here we are considering the 

most generalized situation, where the molecular biaxiality is included. However, we are not ruling 

out the special situation where all molecular biaxial order parameters equal zero. In this case, 

although the molecules are board-like, the molecules are still rotationally free, i.e. no molecular 

biaxiality properties persist. 

 

   

Figure 4. Four frames exist in our analysis: the laboratory frame 岫捲挑 ┸ 検挑 ┸ 権挑岻; the director 

frame 岫捲帖┸ 検帖 ┸ 権帖岻; the molecular frame 岫捲暢┸ 検暢 ┸ 権暢岻; and the vibration frame 岫捲塚┸ 検塚┸ 権塚岻. 



 

 

血岫紅┸ 紘岻 噺 磐 なぱ講態卑
均勤
勤勤勤
勤勤勤
僅 な 髪 のに 極鶏態待待玉岫ぬ cos態 紅 伐 な岻髪 のに 極鶏態待態玉は岫な 伐 cos態 紅岻 cos岫に紘岻髪 ひぱ 極鶏替待待玉岫ぬのcos替紅 伐 ぬど cos態 紅 髪 ぬ岻髪 ひぱ 極鶏替待態玉はど岫ばcos態紅 伐 な岻岫な 伐 cos態 紅岻 cos岫に紘岻髪 ひぱ 極鶏替待替玉ばど岫な 伐 cos態 紅岻態 cos岫ね紘岻 斤錦

錦錦錦
錦錦錦
巾

┻                                          岫ぬ岻 

荊勘 苅  なの 髪 ねrなの 髪 ぱ堅態なの 髪 極鶏態待待玉 釆 なぱね 岫ぬ 髪 r 伐 ね r態岻岫な 髪 ぬ cos に紅待岻岫な 髪 ぬ cos に肯岻挽
髪 極鶏替待待玉 釆 ななばひにど 岫伐な 髪 r岻態 岫ひ 髪 にど cos に紅待 髪 ぬの cos ね紅待岻岫ひ 髪 にど cos に肯
髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻挽 髪 極鶏態待態玉 釆なば 岫ぬ 髪 r 伐 ね r態岻岫な 髪 ぬ cos に肯岻岫sin 紅待岻態挽
髪 極鶏替待態玉 釆 ぬににね  岫伐な 髪 r岻態 岫の 髪 ば cos に紅待岻岫ひ 髪 にど cos に肯 髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻岫sin 紅待岻態挽
髪 極鶏替待替玉 釆 なぬに  岫伐な 髪 r岻態 岫ひ 髪 にど cos に肯 髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻岫sin 紅待岻替挽┸             岫ね岻 

荊鯛 苅 ななの 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態 髪 極鶏態待待玉 釆 なぱね 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態岫な 髪 ぬ cos に紅待岻挽
髪 極鶏替待待玉 釆伐 ななばひにど 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態岫ひ 髪 にど cos に紅待 髪 ぬの cos ね紅待岻岫伐ぬ 髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻挽
髪 極鶏態待態玉 釆なば 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態岫sin 紅待岻態挽
髪 極鶏替待態玉 釆伐 ぬににね 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態岫の 髪 ば cos に紅待岻岫伐ぬ 髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻岫sin 紅待岻態挽
髪 極鶏替待替玉 釆伐 なぬに 岫伐な 髪 堅岻態岫伐ぬ
髪 ぬの cos ね肯岻岫sin 紅待岻替挽┻                                                                                                   岫の岻 



 

 

If we set 紅待 噺 ど, all sin 紅待 terms are zero, thus Eqs. 4 and 5 reduce exactly to Jones’ 

equations[18]. This is exactly as would be expected; if no vibration tilt exists, our board-like 

molecular model will degenerate to a uniaxial rod-like molecular model. On the other hand, if we set 

all the order parameters to be zero as will occur in the isotropic phase, the intensities becomes 

equivalent as expected in isotropic phase [17]. Finally, the depolarisation ratio R measured 

experimentally can be obtained by taking the ratio of Eqs. 4 and 5: 

迎 噺 荊鯛荊勘 ┻                                                                                      岫は岻 

Discussion of the effect on the depolarisation ratio plot 

The effect of 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 on the form of the dependence of depolarisation ratio on angle 肯 has 

been discussed previously [18], and the influence of the higher order terms was considered 

briefly[9], while maintaining the original assumptions. Here we use Eqs. 4 and 5 to evaluate the 

influence of the parameters 極鶏態待態玉, 極鶏替待態玉, 極鶏替待替玉 and 紅待 on the form of the depolarisation ratio while 

no longer making the fundamental assumptions. Significant insight can be obtained by calculating 

the depolarisation ratio curves and Figure 5 shows the effect each parameter has on these curves. We 

first want to discuss the case where no molecular biaxiality is included. In this case, all of the 極鶏態待態玉, 極鶏替待態玉 and 極鶏替待替玉 terms are set to zero in Eqs. 4 and 5 and only vibrational tilt 紅待 is 

introduced. Figure 5(a) shows the effect of 紅待. It is clear that 紅待 causes a change in the depolarisation 

ratio plot. However considering 紅待 only will not generate the difference in depolarisation ratio that 

can be seen in Figure 3. In fact, considering 紅待 makes the curve fluctuate less, is contrary to the 

effect on the depolarisation ratio curve seen in Figure 3. This leads us to believe the molecular 

biaxiality is necessary for the discussion. The effect of each of the molecular biaxial order 



 

 

parameters can be summarized as follows: 

 Increasing 極鶏態待態玉, Figure 5(b) causes a increase in the depolarisation ratio around the 肯=90° and 肯=270° positions while other regions scarcely change. This outcome is similar 

to an increase 極鶏態待待玉 with the original assumptions. 

 Increasing 極鶏替待態玉, Figure 5(c) reduces in the depolarisation ratio significantly at 肯=90° 

and 270°, slightly at 肯=0° and 肯=180°. This effect is very reminiscent of the different 

fluctuate depolarisation data from the phenyl stretching and cyano stretching modes as 

shown in Figure 3. Combining the similar effect of increasing 極鶏態待待玉 with the original 

assumptions, an important consequence is that increasing 極鶏替待態玉 would allow the value of 極鶏替待待玉 deduced from the fit to be reduced, i.e. 極鶏替待態玉 has an important role in modifying 

the 極鶏替待待玉 value. 

 極鶏替待替玉 (Figure 5(d)) does not have a strong effect on the depolarisation ratio plot. Thus 極鶏替待替玉 is taken to be zero in the following fitting process. 



 

 

 

Figure 5. Effect of different order parameters and the vibrational tilt on the form of the dependence 

of the depolarisation ratio evaluated using Eqs. 4 and 5. In these calculations, 極鶏態待待玉=0.4; 極鶏替待待玉=0.2;  r 噺 伐ど┻に. a) dependence on 紅待 噺 どソ (black), 10ソ (red) and 20ソ (blue) while all molecular biaxial 

order parameters are set to zero. b) dependence on 紅待 噺 などソ, 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど (black), 0.1 (red) and 0.2 

(blue); c) dependence on 紅待 噺 などソ, 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど (black), 0.025 (red) and 0.050 (blue); and d) 

dependence on 紅待 噺 などソ, 極鶏替待替玉 噺 ど (black), 0.03 (red) and 0.06 (blue). 

Discussion of the effect of changing each parameter on the order parameter fits 

It is important to have a systematic check of the influence of each parameter in the fitting process 

and the resultant order parameters. However, the existence of seven fitting parameters makes robust 

fitting impossible, so in this discussion, we systematically vary the molecular biaxial order 

parameters and consider how the vibrational tilt  紅待 and molecular biaxial order parameters influence 



 

 

the fitting result for uniaxial order parameters. In this process, 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 are obtained from 

fitting the experimental data using Eqs. 4 and 5 with different given values of vibrational tilt  紅待 and 

the constant molecular biaxial order parameter values indicated in Figure 6 (5CB data at 300K).    

 

Figure 6. Effect of the vibrational tilt on the uniaxial order parameters obtained from fitting 5CB data 

at 300K. In these plots, 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 are represented by squares and circles respectively. (a) 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど (filled symbols) and 0.0536 (empty symbols), 極鶏態待態玉 and 極鶏替待替玉 are set to zero; (b) 極鶏態待態玉 噺0 (filled symbols) and 0.25 (empty symbols), 極鶏替待態玉 and 極鶏替待替玉 are set to zero; (c) 極鶏替待替玉 噺ど (filled symbols) and 0.0625 (empty symbols), 極鶏態待態玉 and 極鶏替待態玉 are set to zero. 

From Figure 6, it is shown again that the considering vibrational tilt 紅待 alone will not reduce 

but rather increase the fitting value of 極鶏替待待玉 as we concluded in last section. According to Figure 

6(a), it is clear that 極鶏替待態玉 has an effect on the fit for 極鶏替待待玉. 極鶏替待態玉 can efficiently reduce 極鶏替待待玉 
without changing 極鶏態待待玉 when the vibrational tilt 紅待 becomes larger than ｂなど┦, but does not have 

a strong influence when the vibrational tilt is small 紅待 判 のソ. Combining this observation with the 

fact that 極鶏替待態玉 can lead the depolarisation ratio plot change as same way as was observed 

experimentally for the cyano stretching mode, leads us to conclude that omitting both molecular 

biaxial order parameters and the vibrational tilt in the calculation of the order parameters is likely to 

have caused the discrepancies shown in Figure 3. Further, it suggests that for the phenyl stretching 

mode, the vibrational tilt 紅待 is either zero or small, and neglecting it has very little influence on 極鶏替待待玉. Conversely, for the cyano stretching mode, the vibrational tilt 紅待 is large enough to causes the 



 

 

divergence of 極鶏替待待玉 from theory. Figure 6(b) shows the effect of 極鶏態待態玉 when different vibrational 

tilt values are introduced. Now 極鶏替待待玉 is unaffected by the different values of 極鶏態待態玉, though it 

increases as the vibrational tilt increases. On the other hand, 極鶏態待待玉 does depend on both 極鶏態待態玉 and 

the vibrational tilt 紅待 伴 などソ. With the help of both 極鶏態待態玉 and the vibrational tilt 紅待, 極鶏態待待玉 can stay 

almost constant, as can be seen in Figure 6(b), which is exactly what we expect physically. Finally it 

can be seen from Figure 6(c) that 極鶏替待替玉 does not have strong effect on 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 as expected. 

 

Discussion of the modified fitting process.  

Here we will give some results on a new fitting method based on new versions Eqs. 4 and 5. First we 

note that some of the parameters are limited by definition, and in particular, the conditions below 

must be satisfied[27]. 

ど 判 極鶏態待待玉 判 な┹  ど 判 極鶏替待待玉 判 な┹                                                              岫ば岻 

ど 判 極鶏態待態玉 判 ど┻にの┹  ど 判 極鶏替待態玉 判 ど┻どのぬは┹   ど 判 極鶏替待替玉 判 ど┻どはにの┻                         岫ぱ岻 

Even setting 極鶏替待替玉 to zero as suggested by the previous section, there are still too many 

parameters to allow robust fitting. However, it is still possible to use these calculations to explore 

why the order parameters obtained from different vibration bonds are different.  

Data relating to the 5CB cyano stretching mode and phenyl stretching mode are used to 

illustrate our approach. 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 are first obtained by using Jones’ method[18]. Then 極鶏態待待玉 
is assumed remain unchanged to reduce the number of fitting parameters, justified as 極鶏態待待玉 values 

obtained from both the modes are not very different (see Figure 2). The data are then fitted using 

Eqs. 4 and 5 with 極鶏替待待玉 initially set to the same value as obtained from the phenyl stretching mode; 



 

 

the initial values for  紅待, 極鶏態待態玉 and 極鶏替待態玉 are 10°, 0.25 and 0.0536 respectively. It must be pointed 

out that as changing 極鶏替待態玉 can also efficiently modify the 極鶏替待待玉 value, while maintaining the 

depolarisation ratio curve, thus there is considerable interdependency between these two parameters, 

which leads to a large fitting uncertainty for both parameters. 

The resulting order parameters are shown in Figure 7and Figure 8 together with the results 

obtained for 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 using Jones’ method and the fitting results for the phenyl stretching 

mode. Figure 7 shows that the order parameter values obtained from the cyano stretching mode using 

Jones’ method are far from the theoretical prediction according to Maier-Saupe theory [23] as well as 

HJL theory [24] while the order parameter values obtained from the different vibrational modes 

using the new approach are closer to theory predication. 

 

Figure 7. Fitting result comparison. The black line is the theoretical curve from Maier-Saupe mean-

field theory while the red and blue solid line from HJL theory (膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺 ど and 膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺に respectively). The filled symbols are the fitting results from Jones’ method and the empty symbols 

are from the new fitting method. The square and the triangle data indicate phenyl and cyano 

stretching modes respectively. 



 

 

 

Figure 8. a).The variation of the order parameter as a function of T/TNI where TNI is the nematic to 

isotropic phase transition temperature. The solid symbols are deduced from fitting to the data for the 

phenyl-stretching mode, while the open symbols relate to the cyano stretching mode. The data with 

same label shape represent values for 極鶏態待待玉 (squares), 極鶏態待態玉 (inverted triangles), 極鶏替待待玉 (circles) 

and 極鶏替待態玉 (traingles) respectively from top to bottom. The dashed line and solid line are theoretical 

predictions based on HJL theory for 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 with 膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺 に and 膏 噺 ど┻なの┹  紘 噺 ど 

respectively. b). Fitting result for vibrational tilt 紅待 for cyano stretching mode (circle) and phenyl 

stretching mode (square).

In Figure 8(a), the deduced values of 極鶏態待待玉┸ 極鶏態待態玉┸ 極鶏替待待玉 and 極鶏替待態玉 are shown as a function 

of temperature. It can be seen from the figure that the order parameters deduced from the phenyl and 

cyano stretching modes are now in good agreement. It is interesting to note that 極鶏態待態玉 shows a 

similar, decreasing tendency when the temperature is increased as occurs for 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉. 
However, such behaviour is not clear in the data for 極鶏替待態玉. Taking all of the issues into account, we 

suggest that there is a strong evidence to indicate that the introduction of the vibrational tilt 紅待 

reduces the discrepancy previously observed between the order parameter values deduced from 

different vibration bonds. More importantly, it is possible to obtain similar values of 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 from the different vibrational bonds if we include vibrational tilt. In addition, as 

shown in Figure 8(b) we find that the vibrational tilt angle parameter obtained is almost constant 



 

 

with respect to the temperature change, with 紅待=19.7±0.3° for cyano stretching mode and 7.9±0.4° 

for phenyl stretching mode. 

So far, we have not discussed the uncertainties that are inherent in the fitting process in this 

section and it is important to recognize that there are uncertainties on the values of order parameter 

deduced from the fits which would normally be included as error bars on the order parameters in 

Figure 7 and Figure 8. Due to the complexity of the equations, the uncertainties from fitting are hard 

to systematically analyse. So the fitting results shown above is a supplementary illustration to show 

that exactly same set of order parameters are possibly to obtain by the new approach.   

 

Simulation  

It can be seen from the discussion above that the inclusion of a vibrational tilt both modifies 

the equations that must be used in the analysis of the depolarisation ratio deduced from PRS, and 

consequently allows the 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 order parameters deduced from different vibrational bonds 

to be self-consistent. However, it is important to give a physical justification to including such a 

vibrational tilt, as it is unreasonable to simply include additional fitting parameters in the analysis. 

The vibrational tilt, 紅待 can be investigated using molecular simulation software. The program we 

used is Material Studio and the simulation is based on the DMol3 model which is an ab-initio 

method. The simulation results give information on all vibrational modes that are present in the 

chosen molecule, together with their vibrational frequency. The phenyl and cyano stretching modes 

are of particular relevance to this study. As mentioned, the molecular long axis is defined to be the 

phenyl stretching direction, and assumes that the contributions from the alky chain average to same 

axis, along the rigid molecular core. Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation of the phenyl and 

cyano stretching vibrations. Both vibrations occur in the same direction, i.e. both are along the 



 

 

molecular long axis. However, this result would seem to imply that vibrational tilt 紅待, defined as the 

tilt angle between the vibrational direction and molecular long axis, cannot explain the discrepancy 

between the order parameter data deduced from the two different vibrational modes, which are each 

in the same direction. It is worth noticing that in our discussion, we considered that the molecular 

long axis follows the biphenyl structure. Also our discussion is based on the statement that the 

vibration direction aligns with the ‘special axis bond’ in the diagonal form of the Raman tensor. For 

the former situation, even if the molecular long axis and the direction biphenyl structure are different, 

given the fact that the cyano stretching and phenyl stretching modes follow same direction, the 

vibrational tilt should be identical for these two vibrational modes. This implies, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, that including the parameter 紅待 does not give us a physically realistic explanation for 

the order parameter discrepancies even though it could provide a mathematical explanation. 

 

Figure 9. Vibrational directions for: a) and b), the phenyl stretching mode; c) and d), the cyano 

stretching mode determined from the ab-initio simulations. 

Non-cylindrically vibration symmetry model 

As shown in previous discussion, although the above analysis offers an interesting possible insight 

into the discrepancy between order parameters deduced from different Raman-active modes, it is not 



 

 

likely that it constitutes a solution to the problem at the moment. This is because in the analysis 

above, the fitting value of 極鶏替待態玉 always reaches its upper bound of what the definition allows, which 

is unphysical. We also compare the fitting value to the LZNS theory[28] which gives theoretical 

predications of molecular biaxial order parameters. As shown in Figure 10, the fitting values we 

obtained are indeed much higher than theory predicts. Additionally, the fitting value of the 

vibrational tilts (紅待=19.7±0.3° for cyano stretching mode and 7.9±0.4° for phenyl stretching mode) 

are much larger than suggested by the modeling (and intuitively expected). Consequently it is 

important to consider other potential explanations for the order parameter discrepancy. Since 

introducing molecular biaxiality shows a significant effect, we consider other ways in which this 

might contribute to the physical system. In this section, we will consider the effect of removing the 

assumption of cylindrical symmetry of the Raman tensor. For clarity, we will ignore the vibrational 

tilt for all of the following discussion. 

 

Figure 10. The variation of  a). 極鶏態待態玉  and b). 極鶏替待態玉 as a function of T/TNI where TNI is the nematic 

to isotropic phase transition temperature. The solid symbols are deduced from fitting to the data for 

the phenyl-stretching mode, while the open symbols relate to the cyano stretching mode. The solid 

lines are theoretical predictions of the biaxial order parameters based on LZNS theory with 膏 噺 ど┻な 

(red), 膏 噺 ど┻に (blue) and  膏 噺 ど┻ぬ (black).  



 

 

It is commonly assumed in Raman analysis that the vibration is cylindrically symmetric and 

the resulting Raman tensor for such vibration in the diagonal form given by Eq.9, 

ゎ嫗託 噺 嵜ゎ嫗託淡淡 ど どど ゎ嫗託湛湛 どど ど ゎ嫗託炭炭崟 噺 嵜rゎ嫗託炭炭 ど どど rゎ嫗託炭炭 どど ど ゎ嫗託炭炭崟 噺 蕃r ど どど r どど ど な否 ゎ嫗託炭炭┻        岫ひ岻 
 

It is clear that in order to support this assumption, the condition ゎ嫗託淡淡 噺 ゎ嫗託湛湛 must be 

satisfied. However, it is worthwhile questioning whether this condition is valid for all vibrational 

modes. In fact, in Jen’s paper, he mentioned that the non-cylindrical vibrational symmetry commonly 

exist [17] and Miyano state that both cyano stretching and biphenyl stretching mode are biaxial in his 

paper [25]. Thus here we have removed the assumption of cylindrical symmetry and use a 

generalized non-cylindrical vibrational symmetry model. In such model, ゎ嫗託淡淡 塙 ゎ嫗託湛湛 and the 

Raman tensor can be expressed as,  

ゎ嫗託 噺 嵜ゎ嫗託淡淡 ど どど ゎ嫗託湛湛 どど ど ゎ嫗託炭炭崟 噺 嵜aゎ嫗託炭炭 ど どど bゎ嫗託炭炭 どど ど ゎ嫗託炭炭崟 噺 蕃a ど どど b どど ど な否 ゎ嫗託炭炭┸       岫など岻 

The derivation for intensity expression is simpler as no vibrational tilt introduced. After some 

manipulations, the expression for scattered Raman intensity can be write as Eqs.11 and 12. 

荊勘 苅 ななの 盤ぬ 髪 ぬ欠態 髪 に決 髪 ぬ決態 髪 に欠岫な 髪 決岻匪                                                                               
               伐 なねに 極鶏態待待玉岫伐は 髪 ぬ欠態 伐 決 髪 ぬ決態 髪 欠岫伐な 髪 に決岻岻岫な 髪 ぬ 潔剣嫌 に肯岻 



 

 

               髪 なににねど 極鶏替待待玉岫ぱ 髪 ぬ欠態 髪 に欠岫伐ね 髪 決岻 伐 ぱ決 髪 ぬ決態岻岫ひ 髪 にど 潔剣嫌 に肯 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻 

               髪 なば 極鶏態待態玉岫欠 伐 決岻岫な 髪 ぬ欠 髪 ぬ決岻岫な 髪 ぬ 潔剣嫌 に肯岻 

               伐 ぬななに 極鶏替待態玉岫欠 伐 決岻岫伐に 髪 欠 髪 決岻岫ひ 髪 にど 潔剣嫌 に肯 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻 

髪 なぬに 極鶏替待替玉岫欠 伐 決岻態岫ひ 髪 にど 潔剣嫌 に肯 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻                                                                     岫なな岻 

          I鯛 苅 ななの 岫な 髪 欠態 伐 決 髪 欠態 伐 欠岫な 髪 決岻岻 

                    伐 なねに 極鶏態待待玉岫伐に 髪 欠態 髪 欠岫に 伐 ね決岻 髪 に決 髪 決態岻 

                    伐 なににねど 極鶏替待待玉岫ぱ 髪 ぬ欠態 髪 に欠岫伐ね 髪 決岻 伐 ぱ決 髪 ぬ決態岻岫伐ぬ 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻 

                    髪 なば 極鶏態待態玉岫欠 伐 決岻岫伐に 髪 欠 髪 決岻 

                   髪 ぬななに 極鶏替待態玉岫岫欠 伐 決岻岫伐に 髪 欠 髪 決岻岫伐ぬ 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻 

伐 なぬに 極鶏替待替玉岫欠 伐 決岻態岫伐ぬ 髪 ぬの 潔剣嫌 ね肯岻                                                                                       岫なに岻 

As Eqs. 11 and 12 show, the molecular biaxial order parameters again appear in the intensity 

expression as the vibration is no longer cylindrically symmetric which means they may no longer 

rotational independent. Also, interestingly, all biaxial terms appear alongside the term 岫欠 伐 決岻 and so 

they only affect the intensity expression when 欠 塙 決. 



 

 

Discussion of the effect on the depolarisation ratio plot 

In this section, the effect of each molecular biaxial order parameter and polarisability ratios will be 

discussed. As both differential polarisability ratios a and b will affect the depolarisation ratio plot 

and need to be considered at the same time, we use contour plots for the discussion and we only 

show two depolarisation ratio values at the rotational angles 肯 噺 どソ and 肯 噺 ひどソ. In all the following 

discussion, 極鶏態待待玉 and 極鶏替待待玉 are set to be 0.5 and 0.2 respectively which is a reasonable value based 

on theory. As in previous section, we want to discuss the simplest situation first which ignores all 

molecular biaxiality but check the effect on the two differential polarisability ratios. It is worth 

noticing that this is exactly the case discussed by Jen in his paper [17]. Figure 11 indicates the 

contour plots of the calculated depolarisation ratio value according to Eqs. 11 and 12 at 肯 噺 どソ and 肯 噺 ひどソ with all molecular biaxial order parameters set zero. According to these plots, the 

depolarisation ratio, 迎, values are symmetric to the line 欠 噺 決. This indicates the effect of 欠 and 決 

are identical on the depolarisation ratio. The 迎 value at ず 噺 どソ always increases if either 欠 or 決 

decreases according to Figure 11(a). The 迎 value change is more complex at 肯 噺 ひどソ such that the 迎 

reaches a maximum at around 欠 噺 決 噺 伐ど┻に and then decreases with any change of 欠 and 決, as 

Figure 11(b) shows.  



 

 

 

Figure 11. The contour plot of the depolarisation ratio R at: a) ず 噺 どソ and b) ず 噺 ひどソ with 極P態待待玉 噺ど┻の, 極P替待待玉 噺 ど┻に, 極P態待態玉 噺 ど, 極P替待態玉 噺 ど and 極P替待替玉 噺 ど. The x axis and y axes are the differential 

polarisability ratios b and a respectively. 

Now we move to the effect of the molecular biaxial order parameters. Figure 12 indicates the 

contour plots when 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど┻にの while all other molecular biaxial order parameters were set to 

zero. The contour plots are no longer symmetric about the line a=b due to the 岫欠 伐 決岻 term and 

existance of 極鶏態待態玉 though the values on the line where 欠 噺 決 are unchanged. Comparing Figure 11 

and Figure 12, it can be seen that the plots are rotated clockwise and anti-clockwise for 肯 噺 ひどソ and 肯 噺 どソ respectively. The unsymmetrical contour plots also mean that the effect of the two 

differential polarisability ratios is no longer the same. According to Figure 12(a), the 迎 value at ず 噺どソ  is not sensitive to a change in the value of 決 when 決 伴 伐ど┻の. However, the 迎 is doubled by 

decreasing 欠 from 0 to -0.5. The 迎 value at 肯 噺 ひどソ is also doubled according to Figure 12(b). 



 

 

 

Figure 12. The contour plot of the depolarisation ratio 迎 at: a) ず 噺 どソ and b) ず 噺 ひどソ with 極鶏態待待玉 噺ど┻の, 極鶏態待待玉 噺 ど┻に, 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど┻にの, 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど and 極鶏替待替玉 噺 ど. The x axis and y axes are differential 

polarisability ratios 決 and 欠 respectively. 

In Figure 13, 極鶏替待態玉 is set to be 0.536 while the other molecular biaxial order parameters are 

set to zero. The contour plots are again asymmetrical, and qualitatively, the effect of 極鶏替待態玉 on the 

depolarisation ratio is similar to that of 極鶏態待態玉. However, the amounts of change in 迎 is different; the 

range of 迎 is almost 4 times the minimum value for the case of  Figure 13 compared to only 2 or 3 

times in Figure 12. 



 

 

 

Figure 13. The contour plot of the depolarisation ratio 迎 at: a) ず 噺 どソ and b) ず 噺 ひどソ with 極鶏態待待玉 噺ど┻の, 極鶏態待待玉 噺 ど┻に, 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど, 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど┻のぬは and 極鶏替待替玉 噺 ど. The x axis and y axes are differential 

polarisability ratios 決 and 欠 respectively. 

Finally, the contour plots found after introducing 極鶏替待替玉 are shown in Figure 14. In these 

contour plots, 極鶏替待替玉 is set to be 0.625 while other molecular order parameters are still zero. 

Obviously the plots in Figure 14 are symmetric due to the 岫欠 伐 決岻態 term. The symmetrical contour 

plots indicate that the two differential polarisability ratios, 欠 and 決, have exactly the same effect on 

R. However, there is an important difference between Figure 14(a) and Figure 11(a), namely the 

curvature direction. This difference indicates a decrease in 迎 for 肯 噺 どソ when 欠 塙 決 due to the 

existence of 極鶏替待替玉. On the other hand, the 迎 value at 90˚ for the same a and b values also decreases 

due to 極鶏替待替玉 (see Figure 14(b) and Figure 11(b)). 

 



 

 

 

Figure 14. The contour plot of the depolarisation ratio 迎 at: a) 肯 噺 どソ and b) 肯 噺 ひどソ with 極鶏態待待玉 噺ど┻の, 極鶏態待待玉 噺 ど┻に, 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど, 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど and 極鶏替待替玉 噺 ど┻どはにの. The x axis and y axis are the 

differential polarisability ratios 決 and 欠 respectively. 

Discussion of the non-cylindrical symmetric vibration model 

It can be concluded that if there are two distinct differential polarisability ratios 欠 and 決, there is a 

strong effect on the depolarisation ratio value. Unfortunately, such a strong dependency of 欠 and 決 

would introduce a huge uncertainty to the fitting process if we were to try to include it. Moreover, 

the molecular biaxial order parameters introduced when 欠 塙 決 cause a further strong degeneracy in 

the fitting process. Consequently, rather than attempting to fit the experimental data, Figure 15 

shows two calculated depolarisation ratio graphs with strong similarities to the experimental data 

obtained from the cyano and phenyl stretching modes, Figure 3. To generate the calculated curves, 

we first fit the depolarisation ratio data from the phenyl stretching mode using Eqs.11 and 12 by 

setting a=b and all molecular biaxial order parameters to zero. Actually at this stage, it does not 

matter what the molecular biaxial order parameter values are as there is no effect on the intensity due 

to the 岫欠 伐 決岻 term. Then we set the molecular biaxial order parameters to values based on LZNS 



 

 

predications and finally obtained the fitting value of 欠 and 決 using Eqs.11 and 12 with all order 

parameters fixed. The black line in Figure 15 is comparable to the phenyl stretching mode (欠 and 決 

share the same value) while the red line is similar to the cyano stretching mode with two different 

differential polarisability ratios 欠 and 決.  

 

Figure 15. Two calculated depolarisation ratio graphs from eqs.11 and 12 with same set of order 

parameters: 極鶏態待待玉 噺 ど┻ねねの, 極鶏替待待玉 噺 ど┻なぱね, 極鶏態待態玉 噺 ど┻どぬね, 極鶏替待態玉 噺 ど┻どなは and 極鶏替待替玉 噺 伐ど┻どどに. 

Two different sets of polarisability ratios are used. The black line has 欠= -0.118 and 決= -0.120 while 

the red line has 欠= 0.145 and 決= -0.357 

The result shown in Figure 15, suggests an explanation of why different order parameter 

values can be obtained from different vibrational modes. In this explanation, the phenyl stretching 

mode and the cyano stretching mode have different vibrational symmetries. For the phenyl stretching 

mode, the vibration is or close to cylindrically symmetric, satisfying the assumption in Jones’ 

method. There is no difference or the difference is tiny between the two differential polarisability 

ratios and thus the molecular biaxial order parameters do not have strong effect on the depolarisation 

graph. As a consequence, Jones’s method works well for this vibrational mode. In fact, according to 

Ref.4, 極鶏替待待玉 obtained from the phenyl stretching mode using Jones’ method are also somewhat 

higher than the value obtained from X-ray data when compared with theoretical predictions of Maier 

Saupe and HJL theory. This may also indicates some level of non-cylindrical symmetry even in 



 

 

phenyl stretching mode, agreeing with Jen and Miyano’s statements [17, 25]. On the contrary, if the 

vibration for the cyano stretching mode has non-cylindrical symmetry, breaking the assumption, the 

difference between the two differential polarisability ratios must be included and the molecular 

biaxial order parameters generate a strong modification on the depolarisation graph. In such a case, 

Jones’ method cannot provide a robust order parameters.  

Conclusions 

In this paper, we have considered two approaches to try to understand the origin of the discrepancy 

in order parameters obtained from different vibrational modes in Raman analysis. In the first 

approach, we considered a non-axial model by introducing a vibrational tilt 紅待 into the analysis. The 

second approach considered a non-cylindrical vibration symmetry model by introducing two 

different differential polarisability parameters into the analysis. These two approaches both included 

molecular biaxial order parameters. A systematically discussion of each case has allowed a deep 

insight into the problem. It is clear that the phenyl stretching mode in these liquid crystal molecules 

largely satisfies the assumptions of Jones’ method. However, molecular biaxial order parameters 

alongside the different differential polarisability parameters and vibrational tilt can also play an 

important role in the analysis of the cyano stretching mode, and very different order parameter 

values, especially for 極鶏替待待玉, are obtained if these considerations are neglected, as is the norm.  

Although initially it might seem that either modification could explain the discrepancies 

shown in Figure 3, it is clear that there are a number of problems with the non-axial model. Firstly, 

fitting with non-axial model is not as robust as it would be necessary for routine use, due to the 

uncertainty introduced by the large number of fitting parameters. Further, one of the molecular 

biaxial order parameters always tended towards its theoretical limit and perhaps most importantly, 



 

 

the tilt needed to be large for any significant effect, neither of which is physically realistic. Indeed 

the molecular modelling suggested negligible vibrational tilt. We therefore conclude that for this 

system, whether or not the vibrational satisfies the conditions of cylindrical symmetry is the correct 

physical explanation of the discrepancy seen experimentally in analysis of the Raman depolarisation 

ratio to determine the order parameters. Unfortunately, it is again not possible to carry out robust 

fitting to the experimental data with non-cylindrical symmetric model due to the strong degeneracy 

for different differential polarisability ratio parameters. We conclude that although we have offered a 

useful insight into the influence of various possible outcomes if the assumptions of Jones’s analysis 

for Raman scattering aren’t satisfied, it is not possible to deduce further parameters from the limited 

information available in the depolarisation ratio plots. Consequently, although we can understand 

why the analysis of different Raman active modes does not result in the same order parameter, hence 

solving a long-standing problem, we cannot offer a robust approach to allow any vibrational mode to 

be utilised and conclude that use of the 1606 cm-1 mode will result in the most physically realistic 

order parameters in most nematic systems.   
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